The park master plan lays the necessary framework to develop the park as a community gathering space while providing opportunities to connect to nature and neighbors.

ARRIVAL and IDENTITY
Create a formalized fully accessible entry to establish the park as an important space that reflects the community

CIRCULATION and ACCESS
Incorporate connections within park to allow access for all to entire park and creek

ACTIVE RECREATION and PLAY
Include park amenities that allow active recreation options for all ages and abilities

VISIBILITY and CONNECTION
Lay out space to maintain visibility and to foster connection to community and nature safely

LEGEND
- PARK SIGN
- MAIN PARK ENTRANCE WITH STAIRS AND ACCESSIBLE RAMP
- COMMUNITY GARDEN PLOTS
- 8' WIDE LOOP TRAIL
- SKATE FEATURE WALLS ALONG TRAIL
- INFORMAL PICNIC AREA UNDER HERITAGE TREE
- EXISTING CONCRETE WALL
- SPORTS COURT
- SHADE TREE
- INFORMAL CONNECTION
- ADVENTURE PLAY EQUIPMENT AND CLIMBING WALL
- FENCE WITH MURAL
- NATIVE GRASS AND SITE RESTORATION
- INFORMAL PERFORMANCE SPACE
- BENCHES AND SEATWALLS
- CREEK ACCESS FROM SITE
- NATURE PLAY ELEMENTS

DRAFT